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!AQ"#ID 
What is !Aq"#id? 
 
%Aq&'id (Theology) is a study of the roots of religion (U)*l al-D+n). It is an extremely important subject because it 
deals with the very foundation of faith in All&h (SWT) and Islam. 
 
The U)*l al-D+n comprise of 5 basic principles: 
 
1) Taw,+d (Divine Unity) 
2) #Ad-lah (Divine Justice) 
3) Nubuwwah (Prophethood) 
4) Im-mah (Divine Leadership after the Prophet (S)) 
5) Qiy-mah (Resurrection) 
 
This Chapter Consists Of: 
 
Islam and Muslims 
This part explains the meaning of Islam and what it means to be a Muslim. It provides us with an insight into the 
teachings of Islam and how Muslims are expected to live their lives. It also introduces other sects within Islam 
and the principle differences between these sects. 
 
U$%l al-D&n 
This part looks at the five basic principles of our beliefs mentioned above: Taw,+d (a study of All&h (SWT) and 
His unity); #Ad-lah (the Justice of All&h); Nubuwwah (All&h (SWT)’s guidance to mankind through His 
messengers and revelations); Im-mah (the continuation of All&h (SWT)’s guidance after the demise of the 
Prophet (S)); and Qiy-mah (a study of the resurrection and the Hereafter). 
 
I am a Muslim 
In this part, we look at some of the teachings of Islam and the beliefs of Muslims, and how best we can put 
them to practice in everyday life. 
 
 
Why Study !Aq"#id? 
 
The study of #Aq-(id shapes our understanding of All&h (SWT) and Islam. It addresses important issues such as 
the existence and nature of God, the need for religion and the purpose of our life. An in depth understanding of 
these issues is absolutely necessary, because without that, our actions would not have much significance. 
 
 
 
 
 
Dear Lord, 

Guide us in understanding the roots of our religion so that we may better understand Your existence and Your 
nature, and to understand the purpose of our religion and to live by its morals and values. 
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LESSON 1 - KNOWING ALL"H (SWT)  

THE NAMES AND ATTRIBUTES OF ALL"H (SWT) 

Al-Asm"# al-'usn" refers to the Beautiful Names of All&h (SWT). Whenever we 
mention All&h , we should say:  

 !"#!$!%& !' ()!*#!+,-(.  

Glory be to Him, the Most High 
We can also say:  

 /0!1 !' /2!3 

The Mighty and Glorious 
 

All&h (SWT) tells us in the Qur'&n that when we pray to Him, we can call Him by 
any of His Beautiful Names: 

#/4 56!7 !8#!,9/:;< <=(3,>< ,'!7 !/?< <=(3,>< ,0(@ <=(3 ,A!&  !B,C(,D< (E#!,F!G< ()!H!%I  
Say, ‘Call “All-h” or call ‘‘the Rahman (Merciful)”. Whichever [of His Names] you 

may call, to Him belong the most beautiful Names.’  [17:110]  
 

All&h (SWT)’s names refer to His attributes. They tell us about Him, and help us 
understand Him. In other words, we can know All&h (SWT) through His attributes. 
In the Qur'&n and through the a,-d+th of the Holy Prophet (S), All&h (SWT) has 
informed us of many of His Names. For example: 

 (JKL,M!N(L,;< (JK4 ,O(L,;< (P !Q/C;< (R'SA(T,;< (UKH!L,;< !=(V /WKX !)Y!;KX !W ZK[/;< (/?< !=(V
 (\K]!̂ !_(L,;< (̀ #/-!,a< (2bK2!$,;<  !"  !8=(cK: ,d(b #/L!3 K/?< !8#!+,-(.  

He is All-h: there is no god but He: the King, the Holy, the All-Peace, the Giver of 
security, the Overseer, the Most Mighty, the Overpowering, the All-Great. Exalted 

be He from whatever they associate with Him. 

KNOWING ALL"H (SWT)  01 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

1. Introduction to the Names 
and Attributes of All&h (SWT) 

2. Introduction to the various 
ways and levels of knowing 
All&h (SWT)  

Memorise 10 Names of All&h 
(SWT) that you didn't know 
by heart before along with 
their meanings. 

ACTIVITY 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

MY NOTES 
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LESSON 1 - KNOWING ALL"H (SWT)  

 (̀ \K=!e(L,;< (fK̀ #!-,;< (gK;#!,h< (/?< !=(V  #"  Y!B,C(,D< (E#!,F! ,G< ()!;  !"  #!4 ()!; (i\K-!C(b
 Kj,̀ ! ,G<!' Kk<!'#!L/C;< Kl  #"  (mMK̂ !,D< (2bK2!$,;< !=(V!'  

He is All-h, the Planner, Executer and Fashioner of creation. His are the names 
most beautiful. Whatever is in the heavens and the earth extols His Glory. He is 

the Most Mighty, the Most Wise. [59:23-4] 
 

The Names of All&h (SWT) are countless. In the beautiful Du#-( Jawshan al-Kab+r  
taught to us by the Holy Prophet (S), we call out to All&h (SWT) through 1000 of 
His Names and Attributes. However, we commonly refer to and memorise the 
famous 99 Names of All&h (SWT).  
 
Everything in creation reflects and manifests these different Names of All&h 
(SWT). When we see the love and affection of our parents towards us, we are 
reminded of the Names of All&h (SWT) al-Ra(m"n - The All-Merciful and al-
Wad%d - The Loving. When we eat food and earn money, we know that it is al-
Razz"q - The Provider of Sustenance, who has blessed us with food and wealth. 
The deeper reality behind everything we see around us, from the great stars and 
planets to the small flowers and plants, are the Names of All&h (SWT). We can 
hear and see through our ears and eyes, but in reality it is All&h (SWT) who is al-
Sam&! - the All-Listening and al-Ba$&r - the All-Seeing. Our hearing and vision are 
just manifestations of these Names. For this reason, in Du#-( Kumayl, we call out 
to All&h (SWT) by His Names and refer to them as the following: 
 

 !U(;n ,.!7 K\oKX /m(N/H;!< ... pE ,q!r K\0(c !8#!c,̀ !7 ,k! !s!4 Kt/;< !UKu#!,F!Kv  
O All-h, I ask You...by Your Names, which have filled the foundations of all things; 

THE POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE ATTRIBUTES OF ALL"H (SWT) 

Al-!if-t al-Thubutiyyah are the qualities of All&h (SWT) that are true regarding 
All&h (SWT). They are sometimes referred to as the "Positive Attributes" of All&h 
(SWT).  The opposite of this are al-!if-t al-Salbiyyah, which are attributes that 
are not true regarding All&h (SWT), or "Negative Attributes". 
 
Among the Positive Attributes of All%h (SWT) are: 
1. al-Qad&m - He is Eternal. He has no beginning and no end. He wasn’t born 

and won’t die. 
2. al-Q"dir - He is all-Powerful. He has the power to do what He wishes. 
3. al-!Al&m - He is all-Knowing. Nothing is hidden from Him. 
4. al-'ayy - He is Ever-Living. He will never die. 
5. al-Mur&d - He does as He pleases. However, what He does is based on 

wisdom and reason. 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 

MY NOTES 
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Among the Negative Attributes of All%h (SWT) are that: 
1. All&h (SWT) has no partners and no family. He has no sons or daughters. 
2. All&h (SWT) is not made up of anything.  
3. All&h (SWT) does not live in any specific place. He is everywhere. 
4. All&h (SWT) cannot enter anything (e.g. the body of a human). He cannot 

come in human form. 
5. All&h (SWT) does not change (e.g. He doesn't grow old, or become happy or 

sad) 
 
HOW CAN WE KNOW ALL"H (SWT)? 

In one of his sermons, Im&m %Al( (A) described All&h (SWT) as follows: 
"Praise is due to All"h whose praise cannot be achieved by speakers, whose 
bounties cannot be counted by those who count, and whose right cannot be 

fulfilled even by those who strive to do so. He, whom the highest of intellectual 
efforts cannot comprehend and the deepest diving of understanding cannot 

grasp. He, for whose attributes there is no limits; no eulogy of praise exists, no 
time is ordained and no duration is fixed." 

  
According to this passage, it 
is clear that All&h (SWT) is so 
great that it is not possible 
for us to fully comprehend 
Him. However, this does not 
mean we cannot know Him 
at all. There are various 
ways and levels to which we 
can understand and get to 
know All&h (SWT). Some of 
these are the following: 
 
 
 
1) The Fi)rah: The belief in God has been hard-wired within every human being 
and hence it's something that comes naturally to us. For this reason, from the 
beginning of human life on earth, there has been record of the belief in the 
existence of some sort of God. We do not require to read books or to formally 
educate ourselves in order to access fi.r+ knowledge. Even the person who lives in 
the middle of the Amazon jungle is able to reach the conclusion that All&h (SWT) 
exists without being exposed to any religions.  
 
It is like a light that is within all of us, providing us with knowledge about basic 
truths. However, years of sinning and spiritually polluting ourselves dims the 
brightness of the light of our fi.rah. Religious teaching in the form of the 
revelation and prophetic guidance adds to the basic knowledge base already 
available to us from the fi.rah. 

 01 
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LESSON 1 - KNOWING ALL"H (SWT)  

2. The external signs of All%h (SWT): All&h (SWT) is recognised through His signs 
present in the world around us. When we see the beautiful and intricate 
creation around us and the harmony with which everything in nature works, we 
know that all these things could not have come by chance and that they require 
a Wise Creator. In the Qur'&n, All&h (SWT) commands us in many places to 
ponder over His creation: 
 

#w@#!-Kx pk<!'#!!F !y,-!. !g!H!z ZK[/;<  #"  JK4 KJY!,9/:;< Kg,H!z Kl Y{!:!%& #/4
 pk('#!|!%&  #"  p̀=(}(I JK4 Y{!:!%& ,0!V !:!e!-,;< Ky K1,̀ #!I  

Who created the seven heavens one above another; you see no incongruity in the 
creation of the Beneficent All-h; then look again, can you see any disorder? 

 

 ~� KC!� !=(V!' #w� K.#!z (:!e!-,;< !U,M!;KX ,�KH!T�!b K ,�!%&/:!c !:!e!-,;< Ky K1,̀ < /(� 
Then turn back the eye again and again; your look shall come back to you 

confused while it is fatigued. [67:3-4] 
 

 K�'( \KG pk !6 !� K̀ # !N/%�;<!' K0,M/H;< K� !QK_ ,z<!' Kj,̀ ! ,G<!' Kk<!'#!L/C;< Kg,H!z Kl /8KX
 K�#!-,;! ,G< 

Most surely in the creation of the heavens and the earth and the 
alternation of the night and the day there are signs for men who 

understand. [3:190] 

In the profound Du#-( #Arafah, Im&m al-#usayn (A) mentions that he realises that 
all the life experiences that All&h (SWT) makes us go through, all the good and 
the difficult times, were all His way of introducing Himself to us: 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
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___________________________ 
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 K̀ !��� K� !QK_ ,z�K� (�,LKH!3 qKY�KX 
O my God, I have known, through variety of signs  

 ! ,G� Kk!QST!%�!%&!' K̀ <!=,x  

and changes of phases,  

 pE ,q!r K\0(c Kl /!�KX !�/:!$!%_!%& ,8!7 K\�K4 !�!><!:(4 /8!7  

that what You want from me is that You introduce Yourself to me in all 
things 

 pE ,q!r Kl !U!H!N ,1!7 !W Y/�!� 

so that I will not ignore You in anything.  
 

Hence All&h (SWT) commands us to reflect upon the countless blessings He 
has bestowed upon us: 
 

#!NS%b!7 !6  ,JK4 ,m(̂ (@(�,:!%b K/?< (: ,%M!� pgK;#!�,�K4 ,0!V ,m(̂ ,M!H!3 K/?< !�!L,$K* <'(:(c,�< (R#/�;<
 !8=(̂ !I ,O(%& /�!n!I !=(V /WKX !)!;KX !W Kj,̀ !G<!' KE#!L/C;< 

O mankind! Remember All-h’s blessing upon you! Is there any creator other 
than All-h who provides for you from the sky and the earth? There is no god 

except Him. So where do you stray?  [35:3] 
 

3. The Qur#%n: The creation around us forms the external signs of All&h (SWT). The 
Qur'&n features the written signs of All&h (SWT). It was the miracle of our Holy 
Prophet (S). It is so powerful that it even managed to shake the hearts of those 
who used to bury their baby girls alive without any hesitation.  
 

 !8=(H!L,$!%b !JbK[/;< !�K�K4 ,O(L,;< (:\Kd!-(%b!' (P!=,%@!7 !qKV Kt/HK; ZKA,N!%b !8�,:(T,;< < ![ Y!V /8KX
<w�K-!c <w: ,1!7 ,m(!� /8!7 Kk#!KD#/e;< 

Surely this Quran guides to that which is most upright and gives good news 
to  the believers who do good that they shall have a great reward. [17:9] 

 
4. Self-Purification: In multiple verses, a,-d+th and a,-d+th quds+yyah, All&h 
(SWT) tells us that the human spiritual heart is the source of truly attaining deep 
knowledge of All&h (SWT). 

 !W!' K�<!'#!!F K�!$ K.!' #!4 KJK4 ,O(L,;< !ZKA,-!3 (�,H!%@ K�!$ K.!' ,JK̂ !;!' � qK�,̀ !7  
My heavens and my earth could not contain Me, but the heart of My believing 

servant contains Me. 
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DID YOU KNOW? 

The name of God, All&h, 
encompasses all the other 
names of God. This is why we 
call Him by the name All&h 
more than any other Name. 

1. Al-Asm"# al-'usn" refer to 
the Beautiful Names of All&h 
(SWT). All&h (SWT) tells us in 
the Qur'&n that when we 
pray to Him, we can call Him 
by any of His Beautiful 
Names. The Names of All&h 
(SWT) are countless. 
 
2. All&h (SWT)’s names refer 
to His attributes. Everything 
in creation reflects and 
manifests these different 
Names of All&h (SWT). 
 
3. Al-!if-t al-Thubutiyyah are 
the qualities of All&h (SWT) 
that are true regarding Him. 
The opposite of this are al-
!if-t al-Salbiyyah, which are 
attributes that are not true 
regarding All&h (SWT). 
 
4. It is not possible to fully 
understand All&h (SWT). 
However, we can try to know 
Him to our capacities through 
different ways, such as our 
fi.rah, the external signs of 
All&h (SWT), the Qur%&n and 
self-purification. 

KEY POINTS 

1. What do the names of All&h (SWT) tell us about Him? 

2. Explain what al-!if-t al-Thubutiyyah are and give three examples. 

3. Explain what al-!if-t al-Salbiyyah are and give three examples. 

4. Explain in detail at least two ways in which one can try to know All&h (SWT). 

IN SUMMARY 

 

LESSON 1 - KNOWING ALL"H (SWT)  

 

 
The main purpose of our life is to "know" All&h (SWT). This knowing, however, is 
not a rational or intellectual knowing that is often called !ilm (knowledge). 
Rather, it is ma!rifah, which is better translated as "realisation". !Irf"n (the 
science of "realising" God), is derived from the word ma!rifah. 
 
There are numerous verses in the Qur'&n that encourage people to embark on a 
journey of self-discovery and the ma#rifah of All&h (SWT). Similarly, there are 
numerous a,-d+th that encourage us to understand Taw,+d deeply and realise 
who All&h (SWT) is (i.e. gain ma#rifah), not just through the mind and its logical 
deductions and philosophical arguments, but through purifying the heart and 
making this purification process a "journey" towards All&h (SWT), so that He is 
known directly through personal experience. 
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LESSON 1 - KNOWING ALL"H (SWT)  

ACTIVITY PAGE 

Find the Names of All%h (SWT) mentioned in the word bank below. Although all the letters of each word are 
connected together, most words are not going to be horizontal or vertical in a straight line. You will have to 
think outside the box!  

One has been done for you – The Name of All%h (SWT) (AL-)MATIN. 

WORD BANK 

WADUD 
RAHIM 
RAHMAN 
RAZZAQ 
HAMID 
KARIM 
ALIM 
QADIR 
 
 

 
QADIM 
SAMI 
BASIR 
LATIF 
ALI 
HAYY 
FATIR 
MATIN  
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LESSON 2 - THE PROBLEM OF EVIL (PART 1) 

All Muslims are united in their belief in the core doctrines of Islam, namely 
Taw,+d, Nubuwwah and Qiy-mah. Beyond these three core doctrines, Sh(%ah 
Muslims also place great emphasis on two other doctrines – the #Ad-lah of All&h 
(SWT) and Im-mah.  
 
All&h (SWT) has many different attributes ()if-t); however, we give special 
importance to Divine Justice (#Ad-lah) for two key reasons: 
 
1. To clarify the Twelver Sh(%( position on Divine Justice as compared to other 
schools of thought in Islam, such as the Ash&%irah and the Mu%tazilah. 
 
2. To clarify the Twelver Sh(%ah position on Divine Justice in opposition to those 
who challenge the Justice of God, such as atheists.  
 
Last year, in Class 9, you were introduced to some of the differences between the 
Twelver Sh(%( school of thought, as compared to the Ash%ar( and Mu%tazil( schools, 
with regards to Divine Justice. In today’s lesson, we will study the challenge often 
raised by atheists regarding the belief in Divine Justice in the face of apparent 
“evil” in the world. 
 
Scientifically, it is not possible to disprove the existence of God, because God is 
beyond science. The famous scientist and philosopher, Francis Bacon, once 
remarked: 

"A little knowledge of science makes man an atheist, but an in-depth study of 
science makes him a believer in God." 

 
For this reason, atheists usually resort to a second line of argument to try to 
disprove the existence of God – the existence of evil in the world, which we will 
study in this lesson and the next lesson. 

ARE NATURAL DISASTERS EVIL? 

A conversation between an atheist and 
a believer about “natural evil”: 
 
ATHEIST: Tsunamis are evil. How can a 
Merciful God allow such things to take 
place? 
 
BELIEVER: It is incorrect to call natural 
disasters “evil”. You are basing your 
understanding on a wrong definition of 
evil. It is often due to such 
misunderstandings that people make 
wrong assumptions about God and end 
up rejecting God.  

THE PROBLEM OF EVIL  (PART 1) 02 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

1. Understand the correct 
definit ion of “evi l” 
2. Understand Divine Justice 
in relation to the occurrence 
of natural disasters  

Carefully read through the 
points raised in the 
conversation between the 
atheist and believer. Can you 
think of any other reasons 
why All&h (SWT) allows 
natural disasters to take 
place?  

ACTIVITY 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________
 

___________________________ 

MY NOTES 
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LESSON 2 - THE PROBLEM OF EVIL (PART 1) 

ATHEIST: Why are natural disasters not evil? What is the correct definition of 
evil? 
 
BELIEVER: The correct definition of evil is “the willful rejection of good”. In other 
words, when someone who has free will to choose to either do good or reject 
good decides to reject good, evil is brought about. Anything else cannot be called 
“evil”. 
 
ATHEIST: Can you please explain further. 
 
BELIEVER: If a person is killed by another person, but there was no intent to kill, 
we call it an accident, no evil has taken place. Although the result of the accident 
was death and someone was killed, we cannot call such an incident “evil”. It may 
be a sad event, but it is not evil.  
 
Notice that evil is directly connected to free will, in that someone chooses to do 
something bad. If you take free-will out of the equation, there is no evil left. 
 
Therefore, when natural disasters such as a tsunami takes place, such an event 
cannot be called evil, because there is no notion of choice there. It is just a 
physical reality taking place, where water moves in a specific direction to fill a 
certain space which it is supposed to fill based on the laws of physics.  
 
ATHEIST: Ok fair enough. Natural 
disasters are not evil in themselves, 
but what about when people die as a 
result of such events? If you had the 
ability and power to save someone 
from a tsunami, would you not save 
him or her?
 
BELIEVER: Yes, of course I would. 
 
ATHEIST: Then how can God, whom 
you believe to be all-Powerful and all-
Merciful, allow innocent children to 
die from tsunamis?  
 
BELIEVER: Good question. However, in your argument, you have made certain 
incorrect assumptions, which have led you to wrong conclusions about God. 
 
ATHEIST: Which incorrect assumptions have I made?  
 
BELIEVER: First of all, you have assumed that death is a bad thing and that it is 
wrong for a child to die. Your conclusions are also based on the assumption that 
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this life is the be all and end 
all. However, if you were to 
now understand death as 
the end of the trials and 
difficulties of this world and 
simply as a portal to a new 
phase of existence, which is 
our real and permanent 
home and for which were 
created in the first place, 
then death is no longer seen 
as a bad thing.  

In fact, for good-doers, death is a joyful time, because they are going to a much 
better place, where they will be rewarded for their efforts in this world! Also, the 
innocent children who die from natural disasters will be recompensed in the 
Hereafter and will be given a place they will be very happy with.  

ATHEIST: You’re right, in my argument, I had assumed death as a bad thing. 
Viewing death from this perspective truly does change the whole argument.   
   
BELIEVER: Another assumption that you made in your argument is that it is wrong 
for children to die from such incidents, because they have their entire lives ahead 
of them. However, this is a wrong thing to say, because the exact age that those 
children are meant to die in is already decreed by God from before, so there is no 
room to assume that “they had their entire lives ahead of them”! 

Besides, who’s property are those children anyways? Do they belong to their 
parents or do they belong to God? When an owner leaves his possession with you 
and then one day comes to take it back. Would you call this evil?

ATHEIST: No, of course it’s not evil. 

BELIEVER: Then by the same logic, when God decides to take back His property, it 
cannot be called evil! 

In the Qur'&n, we are told that in the past, God has decided to destroy entire 
communities, such as the people of %!d and Tham)d. Just like God created you 
and I in the first place and placed us in this world, He can also take us back 
whenever He wishes. We all belong to Him and He can decide to bring us back to 
Himself whenever He wishes. There is no evil here. Our job is to believe in Him, 
make best use of our short time in this world and prepare for death, whenever it 
is destined for us. 

ATHEIST: Yes, you are right. God has the right to take back His property whenever 
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DID YOU KNOW? 

Many events that we 
normally refer to as “natural 
disasters” are actually very 
good in and off themselves. 
For example, one of the 
benefits of earthquakes is 
that they allow the planet to 
constantly recycle itself in 
order to maintain a life 
sustaining balance.  
 
Earthquakes also bring 
minerals and metal rich 
deposits to the surface and 
make fossil fuels easier to 
access.  
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He wishes. This cannot be called evil. 
 
BELIEVER: And even beyond all of this, although we question what kind of God 
can see people die in natural disasters, especially innocent children, there is 
actually great mercy and wisdom associated with such occasions… 
 
ATHEIST: Really? How so? 
 
BELIEVER: How could you and I understand the value of human life if we didn’t 
see it go away? How could we understand the fragility of the human race if we 
didn’t experience such events? How could we appreciate the value of the stable 
earth if it didn’t shake during an earthquake?  
 
We can only understand, appreciate and become thankful for good things in this 
life when we experience the opposite of these things. For example, if we never 
become ill, we would not appreciate good health. If we never experience hunger, 
we would never appreciate food. 
 
ATHEIST: Yes, you are totally right. I never thought of it in this way. You have 
totally changed my perspective on this. Thank you very much! 
 
DID YOU KNOW? 

All&h (SWT) informs us in many places in the Holy Qur'&n that we will face trials 
and difficulties in this world. That is part of the system of this world, which He has 
created. These trials give meaning to this life and allow us to grow as human 
beings. 

 K�(|*! ,G<!' K�<!=,4! ,G< !J\K4 p�,T!%*!' K =(,a<!' K�,=!,h< !J\K4 pE ,q!dK� m(̂ /*!=(H ,%-!%�!;!'
 Kk<!:!L/¡;<!'  $"  !JbK:K�#/e;< K:\Kd!�!'  

We will surely test you with a measure of fear and hunger and a loss of wealth, 
lives, and fruits; and give good news to the patient -  

 !8=($ K1<!̀  K),M!;KX /¢KX!' K/K? /¢KX <=(;#!@ ~�!-M KeS4 m(N ,%_!%�#!£!7 <!�KX !JbK[/;< 
those who, when an affliction visits them, say, ‘Indeed we belong to All"h and to 

Him do we indeed return.’ [2:155-6] 

02 THE PROBLEM OF EVIL (PART 1) 

1. The correct definition of 
“evil” is the “willful rejection 
of God”, i.e. evil is directly 
connected to free will.  
 
2. Natural disasters cannot be 
called “evil”, because there is 
no free will associated with 
such events. 
 
3. If we correctly understand 
death as the end of the 
difficulties and trials in this 
world and as the gateway to 
our true life, then it is no 
longer seen as a “bad” thing 
in itself. 
 
4. All&h (SWT) allows people 
to die from natural disasters 
because of a greater mercy 
and wisdom. It is only 
through witnessing such 
incidents that we appreciate 
the good. 
 
5. Trials and difficulties in this 
world give meaning to this 
life. They are part of the 
system All&h (SWT) has 
created to give us the 
opportunity to grow as 
human beings. 

KEY POINTS 

1. 1. What is the true definition of “evil”? 

2. 2. Why can we not call natural disasters evil? 

3. 3. How can a Merciful God allow children to die through natural disasters? 

IN SUMMARY 
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ACTIVITY PAGE 

CIRCLE THE CORRECT ANSWER 

 

1) Death is a joyous occasion for: 

Children  

Disbelievers 

Good-doers 

2) Is it true that natural disasters are evil? 

True, because they cause massive destruction. 

True, because they cause death intentionally. 

False, because the statement is based on a wrong assumption about “evil”. 

3) Evil comes about when: 

A person chooses to do good. 

A person chooses to do bad intentionally. 

A person does bad unintentionally. 

4) Is it evil for All%h (SWT) to allow children to die from natural disasters? 

Yes, because they had their entire lives ahead of them. 

No, because we all belong to All&h (SWT) and He can take us away from this world whenever He wishes. 

Yes, because children are innocent. 

5) There is Wisdom and Mercy associated with natural disasters. 

Yes, because they teach us the value of life. 

No, because people lose their valuables. 

Yes, because people need to be punished. 
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LESSON 3 - THE PROBLEM OF EVIL (PART 2) 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

1. Understand Divine Justice 
in relation to the occurrence 
of “man-made evil”  
2. Understand why believers 
go through trials and 
difficulties in this world  

Apart from the reasons 
already mentioned in this 
lesson, what are the other 
reasons why human beings 
face trials and difficulties in 
this world? 

CLASS ACTIVITY 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 
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___________________________ 
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___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 
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THE PROBLEM OF EVIL (PART 2) 

WHY DOES GOD NOT STOP HUMAN BEINGS FROM COMMITTING EVIL? 

ATHEIST: In our last discussion, you explained to me that it is incorrect to refer to 
natural disasters as “evil”, because the correct definition of evil is “the wilful 
rejection of good”. You also explained to me some of the benefits and wisdom 
behind the occurrence of natural disasters in this world and you raised good 
points. However, what about when human beings are responsible for murders 
and countless other crimes? Would you not call such actions “evil”? 
 
BELIEVER: Yes, such actions are evil, because human beings use their free will to 
do them. 
 
ATHEIST: When the bombings took place in London on 07/07/2005, if you were 
there and had the ability and power to stop it from taking place, would you have 
stopped it? 
 
BELIEVER: Yes, of course I would have.  
  
ATHEIST: So if God is all-Merciful and all-Powerful, like you claim, then why does 
He allow human beings to commit these evil deeds? Why doesn’t He stop them? 
 
BELIEVER: If you think about it, what you are really asking is for God to intervene 
and take away the free will of human beings to choose to commit good or evil 
deeds. This would reduce human beings to being mere robots. It would defeat the 
whole purpose of this life as a test for us.  
 
ATHEIST: Can you please explain further. 
 
BELIEVER: Imagine you are in a gymnasium playing 
volleyball. Notice how the volleyball court has a line 
marked out around its perimeter. This line can be 
regarded as the barrier between “good” and “evil”: 
When you play the game, as long as you keep the 
ball on the correct side of the line (i.e. inside the 
court), you’re doing “good”. However, as soon as 
you hit the ball outside of the line, you lose the 
point - you’ve committed “evil”.  
 
Why don’t we just get rid of this line so that no one can lose a point and this “evil” 
cannot take place? And while we’re at it, we should also remove the net in the 
middle of the court. This way, we can’t go wrong! 
 
ATHEIST: No way! If you remove the line and the net, you will destroy the game! 
Good volleyball players know how to keep the ball inside the line and they are 
good at it. That’s the whole point!  
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BELIEVER: Do you play golf? 
 
ATHEIST: Yes… 
 
BELIEVER: I like playing golf too, but I’m not good. I don’t like the bunkers in the 
field. They are big distractions. My golf ball keeps going inside them and it is very 
difficult to get it out! I think we should get rid of bunkers! Or even better, why 
don’t people put some sort of chip inside their golf balls, such that whenever they 
hit a ball, they can use a machine to control it and make sure it always lands 
straight inside the hole! I’ll become as good as Tiger Woods! 
 

 
 
ATHEIST: No, that’s not how it works! Once again, you are making the whole 
game pointless! You need the bunkers to stay there for the game to be fun and 
for you to become a better player… 
 
BELIEVER: But they’re evil! They stop me from winning easily! 

ATHEIST: That’s the whole point! The more bunkers you have in the field and the 
more you can avoid them, the better you become!  
 
BELIEVER: Exactly! Now you’ve hit the nail on the head! The same is true about 
the existence of evil in this life. The more choice there is between doing good and 
evil and the more you choose to do good and reject evil, the better a human 
being you become!  
 
In the Qur'&n, God says: 

 Kg!H!|,;< \K�!:K� (�=(3!7 ,0(@ 
Say, “I seek the protection of the Lord of the daybreak 

 !g!H!z #!4 \K:!r JK4 
from the evil of what He has created” [113:1-2] 
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In the above verses, the “evil” being referred to is the potential for human beings 
to use their free will to bring about evil. God does not say that there is no evil in 
this world. He acknowledges that because of the free will of human beings, evil 
will also be there.  
 
This evil needs to be there. It is a necessary component of the trial. This is what 
allows human beings to achieve their potential as the greatest of God’s creation, 
by freely choosing to do good and rejecting evil. In this way, we become even 
better than angels. The important point is that we must avoid evil! That is what 
makes evil a “good thing” – when we avoid it! Just like the net in volleyball or the 
bunkers in golf, the more we can avoid them, the better we become. 
 
Reflect on the following verse of the Qur'&n: 
 

 K: !̂ �(L,;< KJ!3 !8,=!N ,%�!%&!' K�'(:,$!L,; K¤ !8'(:(4,!¥ KR#/�HK; ,�!1K: ,z(7 p�/4(7 !: ,%M !z ,m(_�(c
 K/? K¤ !8=(�K4 ,O(%&!'  

You are the best of the nations raised up for (the benefit of) men; you enjoin what 
is right and forbid the wrong and believe in All-h…[3:110] 

 
Notice how God once again acknowledges that evil does exist in this world, but 
says that our objective as God’s representatives on earth is to rise up and pro-
actively stop evil from being committed, by promoting good and forbidding evil in 
society.  
 
God could easily have placed us straight into Paradise or Hell based upon His 
Knowledge of the choices we would make in this life. However, out of His Mercy, 
He has given us the opportunity to partake in the test of this world, so that we can 
value Paradise when we eventually go there. Likewise, those who are evil in this 
world will not have an excuse in the Hereafter when they enter Hell, because it is 
the result of their own actions in this world.   
 
ATHEIST: Wow, that is quite profound… you have once again changed my whole 
perspective on life and the evil that we see happening around us. Thank you! 
 
BELIEVER: You are most welcome! 
 
THE TRIALS OF A BELIEVER 

One of the main reasons why All&h (SWT) subjects believers to trials in this world, 
is so that they can become even closer in station to Him after passing the trials. If 
a child is given a PhD certificate, he/she won’t understand its worth and it will not 
hold any value for him/her. However, if that same child, after years of struggle, 
goes through primary and secondary school, then completes his/her Bachelor’s 
and Master’s Degrees and then finally completes his/her PhD, that same PhD 
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certificate will now hold enormous weight in his/her eyes. The same is true for a 
believer when he/she enters Paradise after years of trials and difficulties in this 
world. 
 
Im&m al-B&qir (A):  
“Paradise is surrounded by trials and patience. So whoever endures trials in this 

world will enter Paradise. Hell is surrounded by pleasures and desires. Thus, 
whoever allows himself its pleasures and desires (of the world) will enter the 

Fire.” 
 
Im&m al-B&qir (A): 

“Verily, the believer is tested according to the level of his faith.” 
 
Im&m al-*&diq (A): 

“Among what All"h, the Exalted, revealed to Prophet M%s" (A): ‘I have not 
created anything as dear to Me as My believing servant, so when I try him, I do 
so for his own good, and I make him prosper for his own good, and I shield him 

for his own good. And I know best what improves My servant, so let him endure 
My trial and be thankful for My favours, and be content with My decree, and I 

will record him among the righteous.” 
 
The life of Prophet Ibr&h(m (A) is a very good example. He went through many 
extremely difficult trials: 
 
!" Everyone in his community was against him and he was thrown into a huge 

fire. 
!" He didn’t have any children until a very old age. When he was finally 

granted a child, he was commanded by All&h (SWT) to abandon this baby 
and its mother in a faraway desert. 

! After many years, when he returned to the desert to once again meet his 
child, he was now commanded to slaughter this child as a sacrifice to All&h 
(SWT). 

 
Prophet Ibr&h(m (A) passed each one of these difficult trials and each time he 
passed a trial, his station in front of All&h (SWT) also increased: 
 
!" He was first made a nab& 
!" Then he became a ras%l 
!" Then he became the special 

Friend of All&h (SWT) (khal&l 
All"h) 

!" Then finally, he became an 
Im%m 
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DID YOU KNOW? 

Before Im&m al-#usayn (A) 
departed from Mad(nah, he 
saw the Holy Prophet (S) in a 
dream, who told him: 
“Oh my beloved 'usayn, it is 
as if I see you covered in your 

blood...All"h has a special 
status reserved for you which 

you cannot attain, except 
through martyrdom 

(shah"dah).” 
Im&m al-#usayn (A) went 
through great difficulties, but 
as a result, he attained a very 
special status with All&h 
(SWT).  

1. Evil is the outcome of 
human beings using their free 
will to reject good. 
 
2. If All&h (SWT) stops people 
from committing evil, it will 
mean that human beings no 
longer have free will. 
 
3. Just as the line surrounding 
a volleyball court and the net 
are necessary to play 
volleyball, evil is also a 
necessary component to this 
world. The objective is to 
avoid it. 
 
4. Going through trials allow 
human beings to grow and 
earn Jannah. 
 
5. The greater a person in 
All&h (SWT)’s eyes, the 
greater his/her trials. 

KEY POINTS 

1. Why does All&h (SWT) not stop human beings from doing evil? 

2. Why is evil an essential component in the system of this world? 

3. Why does All&h (SWT) test believers with trials? 

4. Why do trials become more difficult the closer we get to All&h (SWT)? 

IN SUMMARY 

When All&h (SWT) informed the angels that He was going to appoint a human 
being as His vicegerent on earth, the angels were surprised because they only saw 
the potential of human beings to commit evil through their free will. However, 
they did not realise that by using their free will to do good and reject evil, human 
beings can become even greater than them! 

LESSON 3 - THE PROBLEM OF EVIL (PART 2) 
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LESSON 3 - THE PROBLEM OF EVIL (PART 2) 

ACTIVITY PAGE 

GUESS THE PHRASE! 

 
There is an alphabet bank under each table. Each letter in the bank can be used multiple times. 

 
Alphabet bank [E, O, H, S, G, D, M] 

 

 
Alphabet bank [I, S, V, D, T, W, G, U, L, R, C, O, E ] 

 

 

 
Alphabet bank [D, R, F, L, H, T, B, K, Y] 

 

                                        

    C     O   E     O O     -     
      

        B   C     E   B   T     R 
      

                                        

                                        

      I     I       H         L F 
      

      J     T     N     F     O   
      

                                        

                                        

          O       O         E     
      

              A       E A         
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LESSON 4 - REVELATION  

WHAT ARE THE DIFFERENT FORMS OF GUIDANCE FROM ALL"H (SWT)? 

In the Qur'&n, All&h (SWT) tells us that He has provided guidance to every single 
thing in creation: 

 Y{!A!V /(� ()!T,H!z pE ,q!r /0(c Y¦!},3!7 ZK[/;< #!�S%�!̀  !�#!@ 
He said, 'Our Lord is He who gave everything its creation, then guided it.' 

 
There are two different forms of guidance that are referred to in the Qur'&n. The 
first type is called "intuitive guidance" (al-hid"yah al-takwiniyyah). This type of 
guidance has been provided to the whole of creation and includes the laws of 
nature that govern non-living objects and also the natural instinct of living 
beings. Below are three examples of this in the Qur'&n: 
 
1. Guidance to the Earth: 

#!V!̀ #!- ,z!7 (§\KA!(̈  p[K�!4 ,=!%b 
On that day she shall relate all her news, 

#!!� Y¦!�,'!7 !U/�!̀  /8!Kv 

for your Lord will have inspired her (to do so). [99:4-5] 
 

2. Guidance to the bee: 

 #/K©!' K:!ª/d;< !JK4!' w«=(M(%� K�#!-K,a< !JK4 ZK[K/¬< K8!7 K0 ,+/�;< !"KX !US�!̀  Y¦!�,'!7!'
 !8=(rK:,$!%b 

And your Lord revealed to the bee saying: Make hives in the mountains and in 
the trees and in what they build: 

 wQ(;(� KU\K�!̀  !0(-(. qK̂ (H ,.#!I Kk<!:!L/¡;< \K0(c JK4 qKH(c /(�  !"  #!K=(}(� JK4 (®(:, !̄
 KR#/�H\K; ~E#!| Kr K)MKI ()(*<!=,;!7 ~°KH!_,S± ~�<!:!r  $"  !8'(:/̂ !|!%_!%b pP ,=!T\K; w�!b !� !UK;Y!� Kl /8KX  

Then eat of all the fruits and walk in the ways of your Lord submissively. There 
comes forth from within it a beverage of many colours, in which there is healing 

for men; most surely there is a sign in 
this for a people who reflect. [16:68-

9] 
 
 

3. Guidance to mankind: 
 

#w|MK�!� KJb\KAHK; !U!N ,1!' ,mK@!n!I  !" 

04 REVELATION  

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

1. What are the different 
forms of guidance from All&h 
(SWT)? 

2. What is the difference 
between wa,y and ilh-m? 
3. How does All&h (SWT) 
communicate with His 
prophets and messengers?  

Can you name some of the 
personalities in the Qur%&n 
who received ilh-m? 

ACTIVITY 
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LESSON 4 - REVELATION  

#!N ,%M!H!3 !R#/�;< !:!}!I Kt/;< K/?< !k!:,}KI  !"  K/?< Kg,H!Kh !0bKA,-!%& !W  !"  !UK;Y!�
 !8=(L!H,$!%b !W KR#/�;< !:!%¡ ,c!7 /JK̂ Y!;!' (m\KM!T,;< (Jb\KA;< 

Then set your face single-mindedly to the true faith and adhere to the true nature 
on which All-h has created human beings. The mould fashioned by All-h cannot 

be altered. That is the true, straight faith, although most people do not know. 
[30:30] 

 
This last verse above refers to the natural disposition of all human beings, called 
the fi.rah, through which we can intuitively know and understand certain basic 
truths, such as the existence of All&h (SWT). 
 
The second form of guidance from All&h (SWT) is known as "legislative 
guidance" (al-hid"yah al-tashri!iyyah). This is a special form of guidance reserved 
for beings with a greater sense of understanding and intelligence, like human 
beings and the Jinn. Although humans have been guided to basic truths through 
the fi.rah, we are still in need of more detailed guidance regarding the way to live 
our lives and what All&h (SWT) expects from us.  
 
This second form of guidance can be split into two types - revelation (wa(y) and 
inspiration (ilh"m). 
 
WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN WA'Y AND ILH*M? 

In the Qur'&n, when Divine guidance is referred to in general, both of these forms 
have been referred to in general as wa,y. However, there are many important 

differences between the two forms. Some of these are as follows: 
1. Wa,y is a form of Divine revelation that is exclusive to prophets. However, all 
human beings have the potential to receive ilh-m. The Im&ms (A) and Sayyidah 
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F&+imah (A) frequently received Divine guidance in the form of ilh-m. 
 
2. When someone receives ilh-m, the content of this inspiration is a private 
matter. It has no authority over anyone else, so it cannot be imposed upon others. 
However, when prophets receive wa,y, it is an authority over all human beings 
and it is part of Divine communication to all human beings via the respective 
prophet. This was the role of our Holy Prophet (S): 
 

<w:bK[!*!' <w:\Kd!-(4!' < wAKV#!r !�#!�,H!.,̀ !7 /¢KX S K²/�;< #!NS%b!7 !6 
O Prophet, We have sent you forth as a witness, a bearer of good news, and 

a warner, 

<w�K�S4 #w1<!: K.!' K)K*,�KK³ K/?< !"KX #wMK3<!>!' 
as one who calls people to All-h by His permission, and as a light-giving torch. 

[33:35-6] 
 

3. The source of the wa,y is clear to the prophet receiving the revelation. He is 
able to receive the revelations 
without any mistakes and 
confusion.  
 
However, the exact source of 
inspiration, ilh-m, is often not 
known to the person receiving 
it. 
 
 
HOW DOES ALL"H (SWT) 
COMMUNICATE WITH HIS 
PROPHETS & MESSENGERS? 
The following verse highlights the various methods through which All&h (SWT) 
communicates with His prophets and messengers: 

wW=(.!̀ !0 K.,:(%b ,'!7 p�#!ª K� KE<!̀ !' JK4 ,'!7 #wM ,�!' /WKX (/?< ()!L\KH !̂ (b 8!7 p:!d!-K; !8#!c #!4!'
 (E#!d!b #!4 K)K*,�KK³ !q K�=(M!%I  !"  ~mMK̂ !� q́KH!3 ()/*KX  

It is not possible for any human being that God should speak to him unless it is by 
inspiration, or from behind a veil, or [that] He send a messenger to reveal what He 

wills by His permission. Verily, He is the Most High, Most Wise. [42:51] 
 
According to the this verse, All&h (SWT) communicates with prophets in three 
different ways: 
1. Direct revelation: God reveals to the prophet without any intermediary. An 
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DID YOU KNOW? 

Dreams of the prophets are 
also forms of communication 
from All&h (SWT), like the 
dream instructing Prophet 
Ibr&h(m (A) to sacrifice his 
son, Prophet Ism&%(l (A).  

1. The "intuitive guidance" (al
-hid"yah al-takwiniyyah) is a 
form of guidance that All&h 
(SWT) provides to every 
creation in this world. 
 
2/  The  " leg is lat ive 
guidance" (al-hid"yah al-
tashri!iyyah)is a form of 
guidance provided to 
intelligent beings like human 
beings and the Jinn. This form 
guidance is further divided 
into two types: revelation 
(wa(y) and inspiration 
(ilh"m). 
 
3. Wa,y is a form of Divine 
revelation that is exclusive to 
prophets. It  is  a 
commandment from All&h 
(SWT) and whichever prophet 
receives it should convey it to 
the people. On the other 
hand, ilh-m can be received 
by anyone. Unlike wa,y, it is 
a private matter and cannot 
be enforced upon others. 
 
4. All&h (SWT) communicates 
with His prophets in three 
different ways: direct 
revelation, from behind a 
curtain and through a 
messenger, such as angel 
Jibr&%(l (A). 

KEY POINTS 

1. What are the different forms of guidance? 

2. What are the key differences between wa,y and ilh-m? 

3. Describe the ways in which All&h (SWT) communicates with His prophets. 

IN SUMMARY 
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example of this type of revelation is mentioned in the following verse: 
 

 wQMKT!µ wW,=!%@ !U,M!H!3 qKT,H(%�!. /¢KX 
We will infuse you with a weighty Word. [73:5] 

 
 
2. From behind a curtain: God reveals directly to the 
prophet, but the message is heard from an 
intermediary object. An example of this is the way 
All&h (SWT) communicated with Prophet M)s& (A) 
from the burning bush: 
 

 Kl KJ!,¶! ,G< K><!=,;< K·Kx#!r JK4 !ZK>=(* #!V !«!7 #/L!H!%I
 !¢!7 \KoKX Y¦!.=(4 !6 8!7 Ķ !:!ª/d;< !JK4 K�!c!̀ #!-(L,;< K�!$,T(%-,;<

 !�KL!;#!$,;< S�!̀  (/?< 
And when he came to it, a voice was uttered from the right side of the valley in 
the blessed sport of the bush, saying: O M*s-! Surely I am All-h, the Lord of the 

Worlds. [28:30] 
 

3. Through a messenger: God communicates to the prophet through an 
intermediary, like angel Jibr&%(l (A): 

 !�KL!;#!$,;< \K�!̀  (0bK2�!_!; ()/*KX!' 
And most surely this is a revelation from the Lord of the worlds. 

 (�K4! ,G< (¹'S:;< K)K� !�!2!%* 
The Faithful Spirit has descended with it, 

 !JbK̀ K[�(L,;< !JK4 !8=(̂ !_K; !UK-,H!%@ Y¦!H!3 
Upon your heart that you may be of the warners [26-192-4] 
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ACTIVITY PAGE 

Across 
2. The form of revelation where no intermediary is used is called “_____________ revelation”. 
5. Revelations brought by angels is referred to as revelation through an _____________. 
6. A form of guidance that is provided to every creation on this earth is called al-hid-yah al-_________________. 
7. The type of revelation that is a private matter and cannot be enforced upon others is called ______________. 
8. The type of revelation that is exclusive to prophets is called _____________. 
 
Down 
1. A form of guidance that is provided to intelligent beings like human beings and the Jinn is called al-hid-yah al-
________________. 
3. All&h (SWT) sometimes communicates with His prophets through intermediary objects. This form of revelation 
is known as revelation from behind a _____________. 
4. The angel who brought revelation to the Holy Prophet (S) is ______________. 
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LESSON 5 - IM"M AL-MAHDI (A) & THE CONCEPT OF THE GHAYBAH (PART 1)  

THE TITLES OF THE 12TH HOLY IM"M (A) 

The name of our living Im&m (A) is Mu,ammad ibn al-#asan. However, out of 
respect for our Im&m, we do not usually refer to him by his own name. Instead, 
we refer to him by his many titles. Some of these are: 
1. al-Mahdi - The Guided One 
2. al-Q"#im - The One Who Will Rise Up 
3. +"(ib al-!A$r wa al-Zam"n - The Master of the Age and Time 
4. al-Munta,ar - The Awaited One 
5. al-'ujjah - The Proof of All&h (SWT) 
6. Baqiyyat All"h - The Remnant of All&h (SWT) 
 
WHY DID OUR IM"M (A) GO INTO GHAYBAH? 

In order to understand some of the most important reasons for the ghaybah of 
our Im&m (A), we need to recap what took place to the other Im&ms (A) before 
him: 
 
After the passing away of the Holy Prophet (S), the companions eventually 
pledged their allegiance to Ab) Bakr, followed by %Umar and %Uthm&n. Im&m %Al( 
(A) was sidelined from his rightful position.  
 
When Im&m %Al( (A) finally became the caliph, his 
enemies were not happy and kept him engaged in 
battles throughout most of his caliphate. He fought in 
the battles of Jamal, *iff(n and Nahraw&n. His caliphate 
came to an end very prematurely when he was 
assassinated by one of the Khaw&rij while praying in 
Masjid al-K)fah. 
 
Im&m al-#asan (A) succeeded his father as caliph, but 
Mu%&wiyah did not allow him to lead the Muslim 
Ummah in peace and he was eventually poisoned by 
the latter.  
 
Mu%&wiyah took over as caliph. After his death, he appointed his son, Yaz(d, as 
caliph despite agreeing in his peace treaty with Im&m al-#asan (A) that he would 
not. Yaz(d went a step ahead of his father and publicly disregarded the laws of 
Islam. Under his leadership, Islam was going to become completely distorted and 
corrupted.
 
Im&m al-#usayn (A) could not allow this to happen and rose up to defend the 
religion of Islam. Along with his family and close companions, Im&m al-#usayn (A) 
was tragically massacred on the plains of Karbal&'.  
 
After him, the Holy Im&ms, one after another, strove to protect and teach the 

IM"M AL-MAHDI (A) & THE CONCEPT  
OF THE GHAYBAH (PART 1)  05 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

1. To become familiar with 
some of the titles of the 12th 
Im&m (A) 
2. To understand why the 
Im&m (A) went into ghaybah  

Write a letter to Im&m al-
Mahd( (A). Speaking from 
your heart, inform him about 
the problems in this world, 
as well as your personal 
problems in life and ask him 
to help you and those 
suffering around the world.  

ACTIVITY 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________
 

___________________________ 

MY NOTES 
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true message of Islam and purify their followers. However, each of the Im&ms 
were harassed by the oppressive rulers of their times and eventually killed. 
 
The largest threat to the oppressors was the Divine promise of the coming of the 
Im&m al-Mahd( (A), which they knew about. They were so fearful that they went 
to the extent of putting Im&m #asan al-%Askar( (A) under constant surveillance, so 
as to monitor the potential birth of any sons and have him killed. The 11th Im&m 
(A) was also killed while he was very young for this same reason, but the 
oppressors could not stop the Divine Will of the birth of the 12th Im&m, Im&m al-
Mahd( (A).  
 
When the 11th Holy Im&m 
(A) was killed, our 12th Holy 
Im&m (A) was only 5 years 
old. For his protection, his 
birth was kept a secret and 
only the very close 
companions of the 11th 
Im&m (A) were allowed to 
see him.  
 
After the passing away of the 11th Im&m (A), Im&m al-Mahd( (A) went into the 
Minor Occultation (al-Ghaybah al-!ughr-). He was hidden from the public eye and 
the general public did not know of his whereabouts. He communicated with his 
Sh(%ahs through four successive deputies (nuw-b). When the last of them died, the 
Major Occultation (al-Ghaybah al-Kubr-) of the 12th Holy Im&m (A) started. 
Keeping the above context in mind, below are some of the reasons why our Im&m 
(A) is in ghaybah: 
 
1. For the protection of the 12th Im%m (A): Each of our Im&ms (A) were killed at 
the hands of the oppressors. All&h (SWT) in His Wisdom willed that there would 
be 12 Im&ms after the Holy Prophet (S). Im&m al-Mahd( (A) is the last of them and 
until the appropriate time comes for him to establish the promised just 
government on earth, he needs to be protected from being unjustly killed like his 
forefathers. 
 
2. Due to the lack of appreciation by the Muslims: The presence of an Im&m is a 
grace from All&h (SWT). However, ungratefulness towards this grace and the evil 
actions of the people can become the cause of the deprivation of this Divine 
grace.  The ghaybah of the Im&m (A) will continue until the time people realise the 
dire need for a Divinely appointed leader to rule over them and until he has 
enough sincere and worthy followers who will support him. In some a,-d+th, we 
have been told that the Im&m (A) will reappear when he has 313 devoted 
followers. It is a very shameful truth, that despite the large number of Sh(%ahs in 
the world, the Im&m is still waiting for as little as 313 true Sh(%ahs.  
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THE FAMOUS STORY OF SAHL B. AL-&ASAN IS AN EXAMPLE OF THE NECESSARY 
LEVEL OF FAITH OF THE TRUE FOLLOWERS OF THE IM"M (A): 

Sahl b. al-#asan al-Khuras&n(, who was one of the Sh(%ahs in Khur&s&n (a province 
in Iran), once came to Mad(nah to meet Im!m Ja"far al-*&diq (A). Sahl asked the 
Im&m: "O son of the Messenger of All-h, you are of the Im-ms of the Ahl al-Bayt. 
What prevents you from claiming your right (to rule) while you have more than 
one hundred thousand Sh+#ahs who are ready to fight for you?” 
 
The Im&m (A) asked him to sit down and requested someone to turn on the oven 
that was in the house. After the oven became very hot and turned red, the Im&m 
(A) told Sahl to go and enter inside the oven. Sahl became scared and said: "My 
master, O son of the Messenger of All-h! Do not punish me by fire and make it 
easy for me.” 
 
At this time, H&r)n al-Makk(, a 
close companion of the Im&m, 
entered the room and after 
the greetings exchanged, 
without providing any 
explanation, the Im&m (A) told 
him to enter inside the oven. 
Without asking any questions, 
he immediately did so. The 
Imam (A) turned back to Sahl 
and started talking to him 
about Khur&s&n as if nothing 
had happened. Sahl became 
very confused.  After some time, the Im&m (A) told Sahl to stand up and go and 
look inside the oven. Sahl looked inside the oven and to his surprise, saw H&r)n 
sitting cross-legged inside the fire. Im&m al-*&diq (A) asked H&r)n to come out of 
oven and he came out healthy with no burns or injury. At this time, the Im&m (A) 
asked Sahl how many of the Sh(%ahs he was speaking about believed in the Im&m 
like H&r)n did. Sahl replied: "By All-h, not even one.” 
 
3. As a test for the believers: The Holy Prophet (S) used to tell his some of his 
companions that the believers who would live at the end of the times will have a 
greater status than them. This is because they would believe in All&h (SWT), His 
messenger (S) and the Im&ms (A) without even seeing them. The ghaybah of our 
Im&m (A) is a great test for us. Many people have failed in this test. However, for 
those of us who work ourselves and prepare for the coming of the Im&m (A) by 
becoming God-conscious servants of All&h (SWT), we have been given this great 
opportunity to pass this test and raise our status in the eyes of All&h (SWT). 
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All&h (SWT) questions us in the Qur'&n: 
 

 #/�!%_!%I ,A!T!;!' � !8=(�!%_ ,|(%b !W ,m(V!' #/�!4� <=(;=(T!%b 8!7 <=(c!: ,%_(%b 8!7 (R#/�;< !� KC!�!7
 ,mKNKH,-!%@ JK4 !JbK[/;<  #"  !�K�K�# !̂ ,;< /J!L!H,$!%M!;!' <=(@ !A!£ !JbK[/;< (/?< /J!L!H,$!%M!H!%I  

Do people think that they will be let go merely by saying: “We believe,” and that 
they will not be tested? And certainly We tried those before them, so All-h will 
certainly know those who are true and He will certainly know the liars. [29:2-3] 

 
4. To prove that the Im%m (A) is the only solution: Im&m al-Mahd( (A) will 
reappear once all types of ideologies will have been tested and failed. At that time 
people will understand that they do not have any more solutions and they will be 
more willing to accept the solution presented by the Im&m  (A).    
 
5. Divine Wisdom: Although many explanations have been put forward for the 
ghaybah of our Im&m (A), Im&m al-*&diq (A) has informed us that we will only 
truly understand the Divine Wisdom behind it after the Im&m (A) reappears and 
we see it for ourselves. He compared the ghaybah to the story of Prophet M)s& 
(A) and Khi-r (A) in the Qur'&n.  
 
In the story, Khi-r (A) told Prophet M)s& (A) that he can stay with him and learn 
from him as long as he does not ask him any questions regarding his actions until 
he himself informs M)s& (A) regarding them. However, when he performed those 
actions, Prophet M)s& (A) could not understand them and found them very 
questionable. He kept losing patience with Khi-r (A) until he was finally told the 
Divine Wisdom behind those actions and then it all made complete sense for 
Prophet M)s& (A). 
 
In other words, the Im&m (A) is telling us that we must be patient and not 
arrogantly assume that we are able to understand all of the Divine mysteries. We 
must not lose faith in the existence of our Im&m (A) and use this time to prepare 
ourselves for his coming. When he reappears, he will inform us of the reasons for 
his ghaybah and it will make perfect sense at that time, just like it eventually 
made perfect sense to M)s& (A).      
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DID YOU KNOW? 

When Im&m al-Mahd( (A) 
reappears, the true followers 
of the Im&m who passed 
away during his ghaybah will 
be brought back to life to be 
with the 12th Holy Im&m (A) 
and help him in his mission. 
This belief is known as the 
Raj#a, meaning "The Return". 

1. The 12th Holy Im&m (A) 
has many titles. One of them 
is al-Mahd+, meaning "The 
Guided One". 
 
2. Many reasons have been 
given for his ghaybah. Among 
them include his safety, the 
lack of appreciation for All&h 
(SWT)'s chosen guides and as 
a test for the believers. 
 
3. However, we cannot fully 
understand all the reasons 
for the ghaybah because it is 
from among the Divine 
mysteries. It is only when the 
Im&m (A) will reappear that 
we will truly understand the 
Wisdom behind his ghaybah. 

KEY POINTS 

1. List three titles of the 12th Holy Im&m (A) along with their meanings.  

2. How did the Muslims treat all of the Im&ms prior to the 12th Holy Im&m (A)? 

3. List three reasons why the Im&m (A) is in ghaybah and provide an explanation for 
each. 

4. Why can we not fully understand all the reasons for the ghaybah? Which example 
did Im&m al-*&diq (A) use to explain this? 

IN SUMMARY 
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ACTIVITY PAGE 

SUMMARISE THE HISTORICAL CONTEXT THAT LEAD TO THE GHAYBAH OF IM"M AL-MAHD$ (A) 

 

 

 

The appointment of the  
first caliph instead of  

Im%m !Al' (A) 

The Divine Promise of 
the coming of Im%m al-
Mahd' (A) (A) leading to 
the threat to the life of 

the 11th Im%m (A) 
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SH$!AH AND SUNN$ BELIEF IN IM"M AL-MAHD$ (A) 

Both Sunn( and Sh(%ah Muslims believe in the coming of Im&m al-Mahd( (A) to 
establish a universal government. Both sect also believe that he will be a 
descendant of Im&m %Al( (A) and Sayyidah F&+imah (A) and that his name will be 
the same as the name of the Holy Prophet (S). The major difference between the 
two sects is that Sh(%ahs believe that the Im&m (A) is already born and will 
reappear one day, while the Sunn(s believe that he is yet to be born. 
 
IS IT POSSIBLE FOR IM"M AL-MAHD$ (A) TO LIVE SUCH A LONG LIFE? 

Im&m al-Mahdi (A) is now over 1180 years old. Some people question how it is 
possible for a human being to live this long. It is true that every human being is a 
mortal and has to die one day, including Im&m al-Mahd( (A). However, there is no 
maximum time that a human being can live for. That is down to the will of All&h 
(SWT). There are many examples in the Qur'&n and ,ad+th about people who have 
lived for a very long time, so it should not be a surprise for us that the Im&m (A) is 
also able to be alive for so long.     
 
According to the Qur'&n, Prophet N), (A) preached to his people for 950 years 
and according to some a,-d+th of the Ma%.)m(n (A), he lived for 2500 years! 
 

 #w4#!3 !� KC,!º /WKX p�!�!. !°,;!7 ,mKNMKI !»K-!H!%I K)K4 ,=!%@ Y !"KX #w�=(* #!�,H!.,̀ !7 ,A!T!;!'
 !8=(LK;#!¼ ,m(V!' (8#!I=S};< (m(V![!z!n!I 

We did indeed send Noah to his people and he lived among them a thousand years 
save fifty. Eventually the Flood overtook them while they were engaged in 

wrongdoing. [29:14] 
 

In fact, all Muslims believe that some prophet are still alive even today. For 
example, we all believe that Prophet %$s& (A) was not crucified. He ascended to the 
heavens and one day, he will return to the earth and pray behind Im&m al-Mahd( 
(A).  

 (½=(-!H!£ #!4!' (½=(H!%_!%@ #!4!' K/?< !�=(.!̀  !!¾,:!4 !J,�< ¦!CMK3 !iM KC!L,;< #!�,H!%_!%@ /¢KX ,mKK� ,=!%@!'
 ,m(!� !)\K-(r JK̂ Y!;!'  !"  (),�\K4 \pU!r qK|!; K)MKI <=(|!H!%_ ,z< !JbK[/;< /8KX!'  !"  ,JK4 K)K� m(!� #!4

 \KJ/¿;< ! #!-\K&< /WKX pm,HK3  !" #w�MKT!b (½=(H!%_!%@ #!4!'  
And they said, 'We have killed the Messiah, #$s-, son of Maryam, the Messenger of 
God.' They did not kill him, nor did they crucify him, though in was made to appear 

like that to them; those that disagreed about him are full of doubt, with no 
knowledge to follow, only supposition they certainly did not kill him.m[4:157] 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

1. To understand the major 
difference between the Sunn( 
and Sh(%ah belief regarding 
Im&m al-Mahd( (A) 
2. To understand whether it 
is possible for the 12th Im&m 
(A) to live such a long life 

3. To understand how we 
benefit from the 12th Im&m 
(A) while he is in ghaybah 

Think of three things you can 
do to prepare yourself for 
the reappearance of the 12 
Im&m (A). Discuss these with 
the rest of your class. 

ACTIVITY 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 
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Other prophets that are still alive include Prophet Idr(s (A), Prophet Khi-r (A) and 
Prophet $ly&s (A). Each of them are much older than our 12th Holy Im&m (A)! In 
the beautiful words of a poet: 
 

Almighty God who does with ease 
the whole wide world sustain, 

Can with His Might, should He so please, 
His proof on earth maintain. 

HOW CAN WE BENEFIT FROM THE IM"M (A) IF HE IS IN GHAYBAH? 

Many people often ask this question because they believe that the Im&m (A)'s 
only purpose is to answer the questions of the people and guide them in their 
daily lives. However, in reality, the Im&m (A)'s role is much greater than that. The 
Im&m is All&h (SWT)'s chosen representative and His proof (,ujjah) in the world. It 
is through the Im&m that All&h (SWT) sends down His blessings to His creation 
and it is because of the physical existence of the Im&m (A) on earth that life as we 
know it continues.  
 
The Holy Prophet (S) said: 

"My Ahl al-Bayt are security for the inhabitants of the earth. If my Ahl al-Bayt 
are not there, the inhabitants of the earth would be destroyed." 

 
He also said: 

"This religion shall always be upright till there are 12 chiefs from Quraysh. 
When they pass away, the earth will swallow all its inhabitants." 
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Im&m %Al( (A) said: 
"I swear by All"h that from the day *dam (A) died, He has not left the earth 

without an Im"m who guided people to All"h, being His proof over His creation. 
The earth will never remain without an Im"m as the proof of All"h over His 

servants." 
 
Our 12th Holy Im&m himself has explained to us how we derive benefit from him 
while he is in ghaybah. He said: 
 

"The way that people benefit from me during my occultation is as they benefit 
from the sun when the clouds cover it from the sights. I am indeed a (source) of 

security for the dwellers of the earth." 

This is a very profound example from which we can learn a lot: 
 
!" Denying the existence of the Im&m while he is in ghaybah is like denying the 

existence of the sun while it is hidden behind the clouds.
!" Despite being hidden behind the clouds, we still benefit from the light and 

heat of the sun. 
!" If the sun was not there, we would not be able to survive. In the same way, 

if our Im&m, as the proof of All&h (SWT) on earth, was to no longer be there, 
the world would cease to exist.   

IM"M AL-MAHDI (A) & THE CONCEPT  
OF THE GHAYBAH (PART 2)  06 

LESSON 6 - IM"M AL-MAHDI (A) & THE CONCEPT OF THE GHAYBAH (PART 2)  

DID YOU KNOW? 

We are told in a,-d+th that 
despite his old age, when 
Im&m al-Mahd( (A) reappears, 
he will look like a handsome 
40 years old man. 

 1. It is not a surprise for the 
Im&m al-Mahd( (A) to live 
such a long life. Many 
prophets have also lived long 
lives in the past. Some 
prophets are still alive today. 
 
2. We benefit from the 12th 
Im&m (A) while he is ghaybah 
like we benefit from the sun 
while it is hidden behind the 
clouds. 
 
3. From the time of Prophet 
!dam (A), there has not been 
a moment in this world, but 
that there has been a ,ujjah 
of All&h (SWT) present. 
Without the presence of a 
,ujjah of All&h (SWT), the 
world cannot continue. 

KEY POINTS 

1. What is the exact age of Im&m al-Mahd( (A) today?  

2. Which other prophets lived long lives? 

3. How do we benefit from the Im&m (A) while he is in ghaybah? 

4. What important example does the 12 Holy Im&m (A) give to explain how we 
benefit from his ghaybah? 

5. What are three lessons we can learn from this example? 

IN SUMMARY 
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LESSON 6 - IM"M AL-MAHDI (A) & THE CONCEPT OF THE GHAYBAH (PART 2)  

ACTIVITY PAGE 

SUMMARISE THE IMPORTANT POINTS THAT HAVE BEEN DISCUSSED IN THE LAST TWO LESSONS. 

GHAYBAH 

BENEFITS: REASONS: 

SH$!AH & SUNN$ VIEWS: POSSIBILITY OF LONG LIFE: 





FIQH 
What is Fiqh? 
 
Fiqh (Jurisprudence) is a study of the Branches of Religion (Fur*( al-D+n), unlike #Aq-(id (Theology), which is a 
study of the Roots of Religion (U)*l al-D+n). It is an expansion of the Shar+#ah based on the Holy Qur'&n and the 
Sunnah of the Holy Prophet (S). Fiqh deals with the rulings pertaining to the observance of each of the 10 Fur*( al
-D+n. 
 
A person trained in Fiqh is known as a faq+h (pl. fuqah-(). 
 
This Chapter Consists Of: 
 
-ah"rah and Naj"sah 
This part explains the meanings of the words .-hir and najis, and explains the concept of .ah-rah and naj-sah 
in Islam. 
  
Fur%! al-D&n 
This part introduces the 10 Branches of Religion, and gives an insight into some of these branches (most 
relevant to this age group). 
  
+al"h 
In this part, we look at the first of the 10 Fur*# al-D+n in depth. !al-h is the most important act of daily worship, 
and the pillar of faith. It is a pre-requisite to all our other actions being accepted. For this reason, a large part of 
the Fiqh section is dedicated to learning .al&h and the rulings pertaining to it. 
  
Taql&d 
This section looks at the concept of taql+d and ijtih-d. Ijtih-d is the science of deriving Islamic law from its 
sources, most commonly the Holy Qur'&n and the a,-d+th of Ras*l All-h (S) and the A(immah (A). Taql+d refers 
to following a mujtahid in Islamic Law. 
  
Bul%gh 
This part looks at the period in our lives when we become b-ligh(ah). It explains the changes we experience in 
our bodies as well as our religious obligations upon reaching bul)gh. 
 
 
Why Study Fiqh? 
 
The study of Fiqh is essential because it deals with the rulings pertaining to our daily acts of worship. Without 
knowing these rulings, we cannot perform our %ib-d-t (worship) correctly.  
 
 
 
Dear Lord, 
Guide us in understanding the laws and rulings you have placed within the fold of Islam, so that we may perfect 
our worship and reach nearer to You, with understanding. 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

1. What are the different 
types of w-jib actions? 

2. What is the importance of 
reciting )al-t al-jumu#ah? 
3. How is )al-t al-jumu#ah 
performed? 

There are four main types of 
w-jib acts. In pairs, give two 
examples of each. 

ACTIVITY 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

MY NOTES 

+AL*T AL-JUMU!AH 01 
TYPES OF W*JIB ACTIONS 
There are four main types of w-jib actions. These are: 
  
1. W"jib !ayn& 
A w-jib act that every b-ligh and sane Muslim must perform. For example, the 10 
Fur*# al-D+n ()al-h five times a day, )awm in the month of Rama/-n, &ajj and so 
on). These are all w-jib #ayn+. 
  
2. W"jib kif"#& 
A duty that is w-jib on every Muslim until one person does it. Then it is no longer 
w-jib on the others. For example, giving ghusl, kafan and burial to a dead Muslim. 
As long as no one does it, everyone is held responsible. However, once a few 
Muslims come forward and do it, it is no longer w-jib on the others. Another 
example of w-jib kif-(+ is if a Muslim walks into a room and says sal-m. It is w-jib 
kif-(+ on everyone in the room to reply, but once one person replies, it is no longer 
w-jib on anyone else, even though it is good if they also reply. 
  
3. W"jib fawr& 
This is a w-jib act that must be done 
immediately and without delay (i.e. 
as soon as it becomes w-jib). For 
example, as soon as there is an 
earthquake or an eclipse, it is w-jib 
on everyone present in that place to 
pray )alat al--y-t without any delay. 
!al-t al--y-t is therefore both w-jib 
#ayn+ and w-jib fawr+.  
  
Similarly, as soon as a person has the 
health, wealth and means to go for 
his/her w-jib &ajj, it becomes w-jib 
to go the same year without delay 
(i.e. w-jib fawr+).  
  
When we recite or hear an -yah of the Qur'&n that requires a w-jib sajdah, we 
must perform the sajdah right away because it is w-jib fawr+. 
  
4. W"jib takhy&r& 
This is a w-jib duty where you have a choice. An example of w-jib takhy+r+ is the 
choice to pray )al-t al-jumu#ah or )al-t al-0uhr on Fridays. If a person prays )alat 
al-jumu#ah, then he/she doesn’t have to pray )alat al-0uhr and vice versa. 
  
Another example is the choice to either recite ta)bi,-t al-arba#ah or s*rat al-
F-ti,ah in the 3rd and 4th rak#ah in )al-h. We have to choose one, but cannot leave 
out both. 

LESSON 1 - +AL*T AL-JUMU!AH 
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+AL*T AL-JUMU!AH (THE FRIDAY PRAYER) 
!al-t al-jumu#ah is w-jib takhy+r+ during the ghaybah of Im&m al-Mahd( (A). 
  
All&h (SWT) says in the Qur'an: 
 

 K: ,cK� !"KX < ,=!$ ,.#!I K�!$(L(,a< KP ,=!%b ,JK4 Ķ !Q/eHK; ZK>=(* <!�KX <=(�!4� !JbK[/;< #!NS%b!7 !6
 !8=(L!H,$!%& ,m(_�(c ,8KX ,m(̂ !; ~: ,%M !z ,m(̂ K;!� !y,M!%-,;< <'(̀ !�!' K/?< 

O believers! When the call is made for prayer on Friday, hurry toward the 
remembrance of All-h, and leave all business. That is better for you, should you 

know. [62:9] 
  
Friday prayer consists of two sermons (khutbahs) followed by a two raka#-t )al-h. 
The Im&m leading the prayer delivers the sermons whilst standing, with his hands 
usually resting on a staff. It is i,.iy-t w-jib to listen to both sermons.  
  
In the first sermon, the Im&m praises All&h (SWT), and asks the people to have 
taqw-. At the end of this sermon, the Im-m recites a short s*rah and then sits 
down for a pause. He then stands up, and begins the second khutbah by praising 
All&h (SWT), Ras*l All-h (S) and his family (A), and asking All&h (SWT) to bless 
them. He also prays for All&h (SWT) to forgive the people. He may also talk about 
ethical, social, religious and political issues that concern the Muslim community. 
Those parts of the sermons that are w-jib must be said in Arabic, but the rest can 
be in the language that the majority of the people attending understand. 
  
After the two sermons, a two raka#-t 
)al-h is performed in jam-#ah. There 
should be at least 5 people present, 
including the Im&m, for )al-t al-
jumu#ah to be performed. It cannot 
be performed individually, and there 
should not be another )al-t al-
jumu#ah within a 3 mile radius. 

1. What are the four main types of w-jib actions? 

2. Define the terms )al-t al-jam-#ah and )al-t al-jumu#ah. 

3. What does the Im&m recite in the two khutbahs of )al-t al-jumu#ah? 

4. What is the minimum number of people required for )al-t al-jumu#ah? 

IN SUMMARY 

There are two qun*ts in )al-t 
al-jumu#ah. In the first 
raka#-t, the qun*t is done 
before ruk*#, and in the  
second rak#ah, it is done after 
ruk*# and before going to 
sajdah.  
  
It is musta,ab to recite s*rat 
al-jumu#ah after s*rat al-
F-ti,ah in the first rak#ah, 
and s*rat al-Mun-fiq*n after 
s*rat al-F-ti,ah in the second 
rak#ah. 

1. There are four main types 
of w-jib acts: w"jib !ayn&, 
w"jib kif"#&, w"jib fawr& and 
w"jib takhy&r&. 
  
2. +al"t al-Jumu!ah (the 
Friday prayer) is w-jib 
takhy+r+. It consists of two 
khutbahs (sermons) and a 
two rak#ah )al-h. It is i,tiy-. 
w-jib to listen to both 
sermons.  
  
3. There should be at least 5 
people present for )al-t al-
jumu#ah. It must be prayed in 
jam-#ah, and cannot be 
prayed individually. 

KEY POINTS 

DID YOU KNOW? 

LESSON 1 - +AL*T AL-JUMU!AH 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

1. Significance of the day of 
#$d 

2. Method of performing 
)al-t al-#$d 

3. Zak-t al-fi.rah 

It is musta,ab to recite    
s*rat al-A#l- and al-Shams in 
)al-t al-#$d. Read the 
translation of one of these 
s*rahs. State any 2 lessons 
you learn from it. 

ACTIVITY 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 

MY NOTES 

+AL*T AL-!.d 02 
+AL*T AL-!.d 

!al-t al-#$d is performed on two occasions: 

!" !.d al-Fi)r - on 1st Shaww"l 
!" !.d al-A/(" - on 10th Dh%#l-'ijjah 
 
!al-t al-#$d is musta,ab during the ghaybah of the Im&m (A). It can be prayed 
either in jam-#ah (congregation) or fur-dah (individually).  
  
The time for )al-t al-#$d is between sunrise and noon (0uhr). It is musta,ab to 
perform it immediately after sunrise. It is preferable to pray )al-t al-#$d under an 
open sky. When people have gathered for )al-h, instead of reciting the adh-n or 
iq-mah, the mu(adhdhin calls out "al-$al"h" 3 times and everyone present should 
rise for the )al-h. 

 !al-t al-#$d consists of 2 raka#-t and 9 qun*t. It is musta,ab to recite the following 
du#-( in qun*t: 
 

  !0 ,V!<!' �!,9/:; <!' K=,|!$;< !0 ,V!<!' Kk,'(:!%-!a<!' K> ,=(a< !0 ,V!<!' �!L!¿!$;<!' KE !6K,]K̂ ;< !0 ,V!< /m(N/H;!<
 ¦!H!£ pA/L!+(LK;!' < wAMK3 !�KLKH ,C(L,HK; ()!_,H!$!1 ZK[!;< (P=!M;< < ![!V Kg! KÀ !U(;!n ,.!< ¸!:K|,Á!Â<!' {!=,T!%_;<
 K�!H Kz ,A(& ,8!<!' A/L!(Ã K��!' pA/L!(Ã ¦!H!3 ¦KH!e(& ,8!< < wAbK2!4!' w�!4<!:!c!' #wI!:!r!' <w: ,z(� K)K;�!' K)M!H!3 (Ä 
< wA/L!(Ã (),�K4 !�,1!: ,z!< pE=(. K0(c ,JK4 K�!1K:,(¬ ,8!<!' A/L!(Ã !��!' < wA/L!(Ã K)MKI !�,H!z,>!< p�!z K0(c Kl

mKN,M!H!3!' K)M!H!3 !U(&<!=!H!£ A/L!(Ã !��!' . !�(>#!-K3 K)K� !U!;!n!. #!4 !: ,%M !z !U(;!n ,.!< K\o< K !m(N/H;!<
8 ,=(eKH (± !�(>#!-K3 (),� K4 !�#!$!%_ ,.< #/K© !UK� (� ,=(3!<!' 8,=(KD#!e;< 

O All-h, Possessor of Majesty and Greatness! Possessor of Generosity and Might! 
Possessor of Pardon and Mercy! Possessor of Power and Forgiveness! I ask You, for 

the sake of this day, which You have made an #$d for the Muslims and for 
Mu,ammad, blessings be on him and his family, a treasure, honour, dignity and 
more; that You bless Mu,ammad and his family, and include me in every good 

that You have included Mu,ammad and his family; and remove me from every evil 
that You have removed from Mu,ammad and his family. Your blessings be on him 
and on them. O All-h! I ask You for the best that Your righteous servants ask You 
for and I seek refuge with You from what Your most sincere servants seek refuge.  

  
 

LESSON 2 - +AL*T AL-!.D 

1st 
rak!ah 

S*rat al-F-ti,ah followed by s*rat al-A#l-, then qun*t 5 times. Then go 
into ruk*# and sajdah as usual and stand up for the 2nd rak#ah 

2nd 
rak!ah 

S*rat al-F-ti,ah followed by s*rat al-Shams, then recite qun*t 4 times. 
Then go into ruk*# and sajdah, and complete the )al-h as usual with ta-

shahhud and sal-m. 
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After the )al-h is over, the Im&m of jam-#ah should deliver two khutbahs 
(sermons), just as in )al-t al-jumu#ah. 
  
It is ,ar-m to fast on either one of these two #$ds. 
 
ZAK*T AL-FI-R  
Zak-t al-fi.r is w-jib charity that has to be given on #$d al-Fi.r at the end of the 
month of Rama/-n. Every b-ligh, sane Muslim has to pay the fi.rah for himself, 
his dependants and all his guests who spend the eve of #$d at his house. 
Dependents and guests include children and adults, male or female, Muslim or 
non-Muslim.   
  
The fi.rah amount is about 3 kgs of one’s 
staple food (e.g. wheat or rice), or its value 
in money, for every person in the house. 
Fi.rah should be given with the niyyah of 
qurbatan ilall-h, any time from maghrib 
on the eve of #$d until noon on #$d day, but 
before praying )al-t al-#+d.  
  
Fi.rah is w-jib and must be given even if one does not offer )al-t al-#+d, which is 
musta,ab. If a person fails to give the fi.rah before noon on the day of the #$d, he/
she should still give it afterwards, with the niyyah of qurbatan ilall-h.  
   
Fi.rah is given to the poor and needy among the Sh(%ah Muslims.  The person to 
whom fi.rah is given should be genuinely in need, and not be an open sinner. A 
sayyid cannot receive fi.rah from a non-sayyid but a non-sayyid can take the 
fi.rah from a sayyid. 
  
It is w-jib to give fi.rah to the needy in our own hometown, and it is  
recommended to give it to our own poor relatives and Sh(%ah neighbours. If there 
is no one in need of fi.rah in our local community, then we can send it to those 
further away in other cities or countries. When we give zak-t al-fi.rah to the 
needy, we don’t have to tell the them what it is or why we are giving it to them. 

1. On which two #$d is it musta,ab to pray )al-t al-#+d? 

2. How many qun*t are there in )al-t al-#+d? 

3. In your own words, state what we ask All&h (SWT) in qun*t of )al-t al-#+d. 

4. What is zak-t al-fi.r (fi.rah)? 

5. How much fi.rah should be given per person? To whom should it be given? 

IN SUMMARY 

It is musta,ab to do ghusl 
and wear new clothes on the 
day of #$d. 
  
It is also musta,ab to eat 
something first and then go 
for )al-t al-#+d on #$d al-Fi.r, 
but pray )al-t al-#+d first and 
then eat on the day of #$d al-
A/,-. 

1. It is musta,ab to recite 
)al-t al-#+d on !.d al-Fi)r and 
!.d al-a/(". It consists of 2 
raka#-t with 5 qun*t in the 1st 
raka#-t and 4 qun*t in the 
2nd, followed by 2 sermons. 
  
2. !al-t al-#+d can be recited 
in jam-#ah even though it is a 
musta,ab )al-t.  
  
3. It is w-jib to give zak"t al-
fi)r (fi.rah) on the day of #$d al
-fi.r. We should give 3 kgs of 
our staple food (or its 
equivalent in money) per 
person before noon on the 
day of #$d. 

KEY POINTS 

DID YOU KNOW? 

LESSON 2 - +AL*T AL-!.D 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

1. What is tayammum? 

2. How is it performed? 

3. When is it permissible? 

4. On what surfaces can we 
perform tayammum? 

Practical demonstration of 
tayammum 

ACTIVITY 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 

MY NOTES 

TAYAMMUM 03 
WHAT IS TAYAMMUM? 
Tayammum is w-jib when you have no water and you have to perform wu/*( or 
ghusl. It is a method of purifying oneself in the absence of water. 
  
All&h (SWT) says in the Qur'&n: 

:!|!. ¦!H!3 ,'!7 ¦!�,:!4 ,m(_ ,%�(c ,8KX!'…  
 #w-K\M!x < wAMK$!£ <=(L/L!M!%_!%I wE#!4 <'(AK!Å ,m!H!%I 
 (),�K4 ,m(̂ bKA,b!7!' ,m(̂ KV=(1(=K� <=(+!C,4#!I 

And if you are sick or on a journey…and you cannot find water, then do 
tayammum on clean ground and wipe a part of your faces and your hands… [5:6] 
  
Tayammum is done on the ground (i.e. earth, sand, stones etc.). As long as dry 
earth is available, it is w-jib to do tayammum on it and not on any other surface. 
When there is no dry earth then use either sand, dry mud or a lump of clay. If 
these are also not available then perform tayammum on a stone. If you cannot 
even find a stone or rock, you can use dust (including the dust that may have 
settled on a rug or carpet). If that is not found, then a dry mud wall (not painted) 
can be used.  
  
If snow or ice is available, you can melt it and then it can be used to perform 
wu/*( or ghusl (as required). If it is not possible to melt it, then tayammum can be 
done on the ice or snow.  
  
Any obstructions to tayammum (like rings or glasses) should be removed before 
performing tayammum. 

If there is a possibility of getting water a little later but before the time for )al-h is 
over (qa/-(), you should not do tayammum. Instead, you must wait as long as 
possible to find water until there is only enough time to perform tayammum and 
pray the )al-h.  
 
Qa/-( prayers cannot 
be performed with 
tayammum if there is a 
possibility you will find 
water later on and will 
be able to perform the 
qa/-( prayers with 
wu/*(. 
 
 

LESSON 3 - TAYAMMUM 
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HOW TO PERFORM TAYAMMUM 
Be careful to rub the parts of tayammum in full. If even a little part of the forehead or the 
back of the hands are not rubbed, the tayammum will be b-.il.  
 
WHEN  DO WE PERFORM TAYAMMUM? 
Tayammum must be performed instead of wu/*( or ghusl when:  
!" There is no water available 
!" It is not possible to get water, due to illness, weakness, or fear 
!" It is harmful to one’s health 
!" Using the water available will mean others will have to go without it 
!" Water is only enough to make the body or clothes .-hir 
!" There isn’t enough time to perform wu/*( or ghusl 
!" The only water available is ghasb+ 

1. What is tayammum? 

2. How is it performed? 

3. When is it permissible to do tayammum? 

4. On what surfaces can we perform tayammum? 

5. Tayammum requires tart+b and muw-l-t. What does this mean? 

IN SUMMARY 

Like wu/*(, tayammum has 
to be done in sequence 
(tart&b) and with continuity 
(muw"l"t). If the hands are 
rubbed before the forehead, 
the tayammum is b-.il. 
Likewise, if there is a long gap 
of time between rubbing the 
forehead and the back of the 
hands, the tayammum is b-.il 
and must be redone. 

1. Tayammum is a method of 
purifying oneself. It is 
performed instead of wu/*( 
or ghusl when water is not 
available, or can’t be used. 
  

2. Tayammum is done on dry 
ground.  
  

3. Tayammum must be done 
step by step (tart+b) without 
delay between the steps 
(muw-l-t). Care must be 
taken to ensure that every 
part of tayammum has been 
rubbed fully. 

KEY POINTS 

DID YOU KNOW? 

LESSON 3 - TAYAMMUM 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

MY NOTES 

NIYY*H 
 QURBATAN 

ILALL*H 
STRIKE THE EARTH WITH 

BOTH HANDS 

WIPE FROM THE BEGIN-
NING OF THE HAIRLINE TO 

THE TIP OF THE NOSE 

 
WIPE THE RIGHT HAND THEN THE LEFT FROM THE WRIST 

TO THE FINGERTIPS 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

1.What are the Islamic laws 
concerning food and drink? 

2.What foods are ,ar-m to 
consume? 

In pairs, make a list of 
common animals, birds and 
seafood that are not ,al-l to 
eat. 

ACTIVITY 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 

MY NOTES 

FOOD & DRINK 04 
'AL*L AND 'AR*M FOODS 
'al"l means “allowed” or “lawful”. 'ar"m means “forbidden” or “unlawful”. 
  
For food and drinks, anything that a Muslim is not allowed to eat or drink is called 
,ar-m, and all the rest are ,al-l. 
  
Examples of (ar"m foods are: 
#" Pork and anything that has an ingredient from pigs in it. For example, lard or 

pig gelatine. 
#" Alcohol and anything that has alcohol (e.g. wine or beer) in it. It is w-jib for 

a Muslim to leave a gathering where alcohol is being served and it is ,ar-m 
to sit at the same table where alcohol is consumed. 

#" Meat of an animal that is (ar"m 
to eat, such as the meat of 
rabbits, cats, dogs, donkeys and 
all reptiles. 

#" Meat of an animal that is (al"l 
but the animal is not slaughtered 
according to Islamic Law (called 
dhab+,ah). For example, a 
Muslim can eat chicken, cow 
(beef), camel, lamb, sheep or 
goat meat but only if the animal 
was slaughtered according to the 
shar+#ah.  

#" Meat of an animal that died before slaughter. For example, if a chicken, 
cow or sheep dies in an accident or due to disease or old age, we cannot eat 
their meat. The animal has to be alive during dhab+,ah.  

#" Fish without visible scales. It is also ,ar-m to eat lobster, crab, squid, 
octopus, molluscs etc.  Prawns and shrimp are ,al-l to eat.

#" Birds that do not flap their wings when flying (like eagles and hawks) as well 
as birds that are scavengers (like vultures). We are allowed to eat chicken 
and turkey as long as they are slaughtered according to shar+#ah. 

  
When we are invited to eat at the house of a Muslim, or if we are eating at a 
restaurant that we are sure is owned by Muslims, we do not have to ask them 
about the food and we can assume it is ,al-l. However if a Muslim restaurant 
serves alcohol as well, then it is better to avoid it. If a Muslim restaurant owner 
sells ,al-l beef but ,ar-m chicken meat, we should also not eat there because we 
cannot trust such a person. When it comes to meat, we have to be extra cautious 
and sure that what we eating is ,al-l. 
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LAWS OF SLAUGHTERING ANIMALS  
An animal whose flesh is ,al-l, and slaughtered in the prescribed Islamic way is 
considered lawful (,al-l) and can be eaten. 
 
The person who slaughters an animal must be a sane, adult, Muslim, male or 
female. Even a child may slaughter an animal as long as he or she is of an age to 
be able to distinguish good from evil. 
  
Slaughtering should be performed with an instrument made from iron or steel, 
and it must be sharp.  
  
The animal should be placed on its side (or held up on its rear) in such a manner 
that the front of its head, its four legs and belly face the qiblah at the time of 
slaughter. It is not necessary that the animal should be exactly facing the qiblah. 
An approximate direction would suffice. The person slaughtering the animal must 
also face qiblah and recite bismill-h (in the name of All&h), preferably in Arabic.  
  
The slaughterer should cut through the four main blood vessels of the animal’s 
neck, cleanly and completely. It is also necessary that after the blood vessels have 
been cut the animal should move, even if it only moves its eyes or tail, in order to 
prove that it was not dead before being slaughtered. 
  
Slaughtering an animal where 
other animals can look on, or 
slaughtering an animal one has 
bred and raised oneself is 
makr*h. 

1. Which animals are ,al-l for us to eat? 

2. What are the conditions for beef to be ,al-l? 

3. What types of seafood are we allowed to eat? Which ones are we not allowed to 
eat?

4. What is dhab+,ah? 

5. What conditions are required for the slaughter instrument? 

IN SUMMARY 

When you don’t know for 
sure if something is najis or 
not, you can assume it is .-hir 
e.g. fruits and vegetables. But 
in the case of meat, you must 
be 100% sure it is ,al-l and 
.-hir. If you are doubtful, you 
cannot eat it.  
 
It is ,ar-m to eat or drink 
from containers made of real 
gold or silver, but if the dish is 
only gold or silver-plated or 
mixed with other materials 
then it is not ,ar-m. If the 
food in a gold or silver dish is 
transferred into a different 
dish, it can be eaten. 

1) Muslims must only eat 
,al-l food. When you don’t 
know whether something is 
.-hir or not, you can assume 
it is .-hir, except in the case 
of meat and meat products. 
In these cases, you must be 
sure it is ,al-l before you can 
eat it. 
  
2) The Islamic slaughter 
method is called dhab&(ah. 
The animal must be placed 
facing qiblah, and the person 
slaughtering must face qiblah 
and recite bismill-h before 
slaughtering. 

KEY POINTS 

DID YOU KNOW? 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

1. What is radd al-ma0-lim? 

2. What is Luqa.ah? 

Does Islam agree with the 
notion “finders keepers”? 

GROUP ACTIVITY 
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MY NOTES 

RADD AL-MA0*LIM 05 
WHAT IS RADD AL-MA0*LIM? 
Radd = to return 
Ma,"lim = to acquire something unlawfully 
  
Radd al-ma,"lim is to return property which is acquired unlawfully to its rightful 
owner. 
  
Property may be acquired unlawfully if: 
!" It is stolen 
!" It is borrowed and not returned 
!" It is taken without the permission of the owner 
!" A person takes more than his/her share 
  
Anything acquired unlawfully must be returned to its rightful owner. If the item is 
not longer available (e.g. fruits picked and eaten from someone’s garden without 
permission), agree on a fair amount with the owner and pay him/her. 
  
In some cases, the owner may be unknown or no longer present. In such cases, 
the property must be given to a mujtahid who will give it in )adaqah on behalf of 
the owner. Alternatively, the person who has the unlawfully acquired item can 
give it in charity after getting permission to do so from a mujtahid. 
  
After returning the property to its rightful owner, or giving it in )adaqah on behalf 
of the owner if he/she is not known or not present, the person who had acquired 
the property unlawfully must do tawbah and ask All&h (SWT) for forgiveness. 
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LOST AND FOUND PROPERTY 
The word luqa)ah is used with reference to lost and found property whose owner 
is not known. Luqa.ah differs with ma0-lim because the person has simply found 
the lost property and has not acquired it unlawfully. 
  
If you find lost property on the street or in a public place, try and find the owner 
by announcing it and asking around. If after a while you lose hope of finding the 
owner, give it away in charity with the intention that the real owner will be 
rewarded for giving it in charity. You too will be rewarded for your honesty and 
for spending it in charity on behalf of the owner. 
  
If it is a large sum of money or an expensive item that someone may come 
looking for at the local police station and you trust that the police will act 
faithfully, then hand it over to the police. 
  
If it is within a premise, give it to someone in charge. For example, at a masjid, 
give it to the masjid administrators; at a shopping mall, hand it over to the lost-
and-found department; at a school, give it to the office; at a bank or commercial 
store, give it to the customer service department OR bank manager, etc. 

1. What is the meaning of radd al-ma0-lim? 

2. How can property be acquired unlawfully? 

3. What should we do with property whose owner is not known? 

4. What is the meaning of luqa.ah? 

5. How does it differ from radd al-ma0-lim? 

IN SUMMARY 

Islam does not allow us to 
use anything without the 
owner’s permission. Items 
taken without permission 
from the owner are known as 
ghasb+. It is not even 
permissible to pray in a place 
or do wu/*( with water 
without the owner’s 
permission.  

1. Radd al-ma,"lim means 
returning property which is 
acquired unlawfully to its 
rightful owner. 
  
2. Property can be acquired 
unlawfully by stealing, not 
returning borrowed items, 
taking more than one’s fair 
share, taking something 
without the owner’s 
permission and so on. 
  
3. Luqa)ah refers to lost and 
found property.  

KEY POINTS 

DID YOU KNOW? 
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Sharikatul Hussain Saturday Workshop is the Madrasah (religious educa on centre) of the Khoja 
Shia Ithna’asheri Muslim Community of Leicester, UK. 
 
Sharikatul Hussain was founded in 1996 and caters for the religious founda on of our community 
children.  Our mission statement: 
 
Inspiring our students with a lifelong learning of Islam according to the teachings of the Ahlul 
Bayt (as), nurturing piety, and preparing them to strengthen our communi es. 
 
The classes are held every Saturday for a dura on of four hours followed by spor ng ac vi es.  
Sharikatul Hussain has four main teaching aims:  
 
1. Morals, Ethics and History    Islamic Morals, E que es and History  
2. Beliefs and Ac ons     Islamic Laws & Regula ons    
3. Qur’an       Recita on as well as Apprecia on & Understanding  
4. Salaah      Applica on and Understanding of Daily Prayers 
 
The students are provided with an extensive and a comprehensive syllabus.  
 
Sharikatul Hussain has branched out onto the Internet, giving students and educators worldwide 
free access to the teaching material and manuals we have to offer. 
 
For further details and informa on about our ac vi es, please visit www.sharikatul-hussain.org.  
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